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ABSTRACT 
Despite the benefits of diffusion-based calibrant-free sampling based on solid-phase 
microextraction (SPME), this quantification approach is often underestimated due to an 
inadequate understanding of how extraction parameters influence the extracted amount and 
quantification of analytes. Currently, application of this approach for complex samples with 
binding matrix components is very limited. This study presents the development of a 
computational model that is used to identify the critical parameters for the diffusion-based 
sampling. Simulations are conducted under simultaneous variations in mass transfer and 
adsorptive surface binding constants, and the presence of a binding matrix component in the 
sample. The simulation results correlate well with previously reported experimental data, and 
improve the predictions when compared to previously introduced semi-empirical models. This 
work enhanced basic understanding of physical processes involved in analyte quantification with   
SPME, which is of benefit when performing experimental designs, particularly where traditional 
calibration methods are not suitable.   
……………………………………………………………………………….. 
Keywords: Solid-phase microextraction; quantification, diffusive sampling; calibration; 
mathematical modelling and simulation.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The most common application of solid-phase microextraction (SPME) as a technique for 
sampling and sample preparation is based on the attainment of equilibrium between the extracted 
analyte in the fiber coating and the analyte dissolved in the sample. The equilibrium method of 
quantification has been recognized as a reliable and easy-to-use approach, utilizing SPME fibers 
such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), where extraction is known to occur via absorption.1 
With the use of solid coatings for SPME such as Carboxen/PDMS (CAR/PDMS) and 
PDMS/divinylbenzene (PDMS/DVB), high extraction capacity or analytical sensitivity can be 
obtained.2  The main principle of analyte extraction by these solid coatings is assumed to follow 
the process of adsorption on the surface.3 For these solid coatings, however, equilibrium-based 
quantification is often not a practical approach, owing to the long equilibration periods that are 
required in some instances. In some cases, long extraction times may also cause sufficient 
accumulation of substances on the coating so as to initiate competition between analytes and/or 
interferences, leading to saturation and displacement effects.4–6  
Diffusive sampling is a method in which analytes are collected by an extraction phase (or, 
extractant) at a rate controlled by molecular diffusion of analytes through the diffusion boundary 
layer formed around the extractant in the sample matrix.7,8 It has been shown previously that by 
exposing a SPME fiber directly to a sample matrix for a short period of time, diffusive sampling 
can be obtained. This diffusion-based rapid sampling with SPME was introduced with aims to 
provide a simple and rapid sample analysis method.7 To date, different formats of diffusive 
sampling devices have been applied towards analysis of air and water samples.9–12 The 
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requirements for the diffusion-based quantification are: (i) the extractant must behave as a zero 
sink or perfect sorbent; (ii) the extraction is controlled by diffusion through a diffusion boundary 
layer formed around the extractant surface, which can be assured by a steady fluid flow condition 
that maintains an unchanged diffusion-layer thickness; (iii) mass uptake should be linear 
irrespective of changes to either sampling time or analyte concentration. In order to satisfy the 
above requirements, therefore, sampling time should be optimized in view of the respective 
analyte concentrations and sample velocities.13 The main advantage of the diffusion-based 
quantification method is that it does not require the use of calibration curves or internal 
standards; as such, analyte competition for the same adsorption site can be avoided. Thus far, 
diffusive SPME samplers have been designed using one of two different geometries; the open 
bed format, generally chosen for rapid sample analysis; and the fiber retracted into a needle 
device for time-weighted average (TWA) concentration measurements.14,15 For quantification 
with the open bed format, a semi-empirical equation based on the assumption of uniform 
thickness of the diffusion layer is used to calculate the diffusion layer thickness.7 However, this 
method introduces large errors in the calculations, since the diffusion layer thickness is not 
uniform around the fiber and dependent on the physical dimensions of the fiber coating, sample 
flow conditions, and the physicochemical properties of the analytes under study.16 To overcome 
this drawback, Chen et al.17 proposed a semi-empirical physical model to describe rapid SPME 
quantification, as shown in eq.1. 
 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑘𝑘0𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 1 
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where n is the amount of analyte extracted, t is the sampling time, As is the surface area of the 
coating, CA is the bulk analyte concentration, and k0 is the average mass-transfer coefficient. In 
this approach, the mass transfer coefficients were calculated from simple empirical correlations 
that do not consider the geometry of the fiber. Furthermore, the assumption of zero sink behavior 
in diffusive sampling may not be appropriate for all analyte and sample conditions. For instance, 
sorbent affinity (or the distribution constant, K) and capacity (maximum extracted amount), both 
factors which may influence the zero sink behavior of the coating, were not considered in 
previous models. Moreover, previous models cannot predict analyte displacement during SPME 
extractions, which might occur even at short sampling times for high analyte concentrations, as 
reported for PDMS/DVB coating use.18  
The fiber-retracted-in needle sampler allowed for the sampler to be used in unsteady fluid 
velocity conditions.19 In this device, the extraction phase is retracted into the needle at a certain 
distance to create an artificial static domain in which the analytes are assumed to be transported 
only by diffusion. Indeed, accurate TWA concentrations have been reported for both air and 
water samples with the use of the retracted SPME device.20,21 However, in order for the retracted 
SPME device to be widely accepted, certain parameters need to be further evaluated, such as the 
effects of extraction phase geometry on extraction, the length and diameter of the diffusion path 
and needle housing, the presence of a binding matrix component, etc. For example, it is 
important to understand how the desorption of matrix-bound analytes during sampling 
contributes to mass transfer and quantification as compared to the initial free concentration of the 
analyte in the sample. Recently, Jiang et al.22 proposed a modified equation for analyte 
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quantification in the kinetic regime with the presence of a binding matrix component. The 
modified equation requires calculation of diffusion layer thickness, which might not be 
accurately estimated since the thickness of the layer varies with the geometry of the extraction 
phase, and the layer is not uniform around the extraction phase. 
Numerical modelling and computational simulations are often used as tools to explain the 
behavior of processes at low costs. In our previous study, a mathematical model was developed 
to provide insight on the mass transport and binding processes occurring in SPME.23 While most 
of the analysis in that study was undertaken under static conditions, the rapid sampling SPME 
method requires that the fiber be placed in a flowing stream of analyte (dynamic sampling), an 
aspect that was not considered in our previous work. As such, in order to correctly estimate 
extraction quantitatively, it is of the utmost importance that the effects of convective flow and 
analyte affinity on the magnitude of the transport-controlled extraction are predicted with 
accuracy.  
The aim of this study is to present a computational model for diffusive sampling with an 
SPME coating placed in a flow through system, and retracted in a needle device, as depicted in 
Figure 1. The predictions obtained with the proposed model have been compared with the 
predictions reported by the empirical model proposed by Chen et al.17, and with experimental 
data reported in the literature.  
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Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup for diffusive-sampling in a flow-through 
system with SPME. (a) The sampling cylinder is used to mimic environmental 
sampling (e.g., river water) by rapid- SPME sampler. (b) Schematic of a 2D cross-
section of the sampling cylinder and SPME fiber (not to scale). The fiber is located in 
the middle of the cylinder. Here, H is the distance between the fiber center and the 
cylinder wall, and a is the diameter of the fiber. (c) Schematic representation of a 
retracted SPME device. (d) The 2D geometry used in the numerical modeling of the 
fiber retracted in a needle device, where H is the radius of the needle and Z is the 
diffusion length.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The coupled mathematical model 
As depicted in Figure 1 (b) and (d), the model considered two dimensional segments of the 
two SPME systems. The velocity of the aqueous sample brings shear force to the coating-water 
interface, resulting in stronger convective forces and leading to a larger concentration gradient 
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near the interface. Therefore, the flow in the sample domain is governed by the Navier-Stokes 
equations, while the flow field is treated as steady.24 Previous studies have shown that the 
Langmuir adsorption isotherm describes analyte extraction by solid coatings.3,25 The Langmuir 
isotherm model uses the active sites concept in the adsorption term to describe the effect of the 
adsorption rate as a function of the coverage of the coating. Therefore, this model has been used 
in the present study to develop the theoretical description of the adsorption process. Based on the 
Navier-Stokes equation, the solute transport equation, and the Langmuir equation, the coupled 
mathematical model can be established for the extraction process. Details of the model are 
shown in the supplementary information. A list of the model parameters used in this study is 
presented in Table S1. 
Numerical simulation 
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1 was used to implement and solve the convection-diffusion-
reaction equations described above with a geometry representing a flow-through SPME sampling 
system containing a fiber vertically oriented to the flow (Figure 1b). A few assumptions were 
made to simplify the analysis for the fluid velocity and analyte concentration profiles in the 
system. First, the 3D flow-through geometry (Figure 1a and 1c) was reduced to the 2D cross 
section along the length of the channel, shown in Figure 1b and 1d. This is an acceptable 
approximation when the fiber is located at the center of the cylinder, and the cylinder’s walls are 
away from the fiber, i.e. there exists symmetry in the system. Since typical analytical samples 
have the bulk analyte concentrations in the sub-micromolar regime, the effect of mass transport 
on the fluid velocity is negligible; hence the simulations can be partitioned into two stages: (1) 
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solution for fluid flow, and (2) solution of the coupled transient mass transport and surface 
reaction equations under a steady-state fluid flow assumption. In addition, the range of the flow 
velocities studied in this work were assumed to fall within the laminar flow regime. It is 
worthwhile to mention that the solid coatings used in SPME have micro or meso-porous 
structures. The porosity improves the extraction efficiency by increasing the number of active 
sites. We acknowledge that it is necessary that other key important effects be included in the 
present model, such as lateral interactions between the analyte and the extractant, migration 
effects, and many body and uncertainty effects resulting from surface microstructures.26,27 
However, in this model, the micro-structure geometry was ignored due to the fact that our study 
was focused on the macro-scale kinetic feature of extraction, in which extraction is fully 
controlled by the diffusion layer.28 A refined mesh involving 92,000 finite elements was used in 
the present analysis. Increasing the number of elements does not improve the quality of the 
solution, but does increases the computational costs. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Diffusion based calibrations for rapid sampling 
After insertion of the SPME extractant into a sample, an initial rapid increase in mass uptake 
is followed by slow mass transfer kinetics to the extraction phase, until equilibrium is established 
between the extraction and sample phases. The analytical expression of time scale of extraction 
can be described using eq. 2 25 









where δs is the diffusion layer thickness, L is the thickness of the extraction phase, Γmax (mol m‒2) 
is the maximum surface concentration on the extraction phase and Ds is the diffusion coefficient 
of the analyte in the sample matrix. The equilibration is only dependent on the equilibrium 
constant (K) and diffusivity (DS) of the chemicals under study at a particular sample agitation 
(constant δs) and a coating with known thickness. After the extraction reaches equilibrium 
between the extraction phase and the sample, the calibration process is rather simple; a 
discussion of this process can be found in detail elsewhere.2 In this work, however, calibration 
based on the initial linear uptake sorption regime can be predicted more accurately by employing 
the proposed mathematical model. Figure 2 shows the kinetic part of typical sorption time 
profiles obtained from the mechanistic mathematical model for constant concentrations of a few 
polycylic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAHs) in a continuous fluid flow condition, as depicted in 
Figure 1. As shown in Figure 2a, the extent of equilibration depends on the K values obtained for 
the analytes; the higher the K (which is equivalent to logP or hydrophobicity), the longer the 
equilibration time. Conversely, the extracted amounts for all four analytes were very similar up 
until twenty five minutes of extraction time had elapsed. Since the diffusion coefficients of the 
selected PAHs in water are very close to each other, the extracted amount is similar at the 
diffusion-controlled initial stages, when the coating is considered to be a zero sink. During this 
initial stage, the effect of equilibrium constants (or partition coefficients for liquid coatings, Kes 
or log P) is negligible on the kinetics. This initial independence of K on the extraction rate 
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introduces an interesting feature of SPME, by offering the possibility of calibration with only 
one calibrant. The minor variations in the diffusivities of the analytes result in uptake rate 
divergences that are within the expected experimental error (assuming 20% error). For analytes 
with significantly different diffusion coefficients, calibration can only be obtained based on the 
diffusion coefficient.7 Figure 2b shows an example of dependency of the extracted amount on the 
diffusion coefficient of the analytes. The results predicted by the model are in line with the 
experimental data reported by Chen et al. 17 are also shown in the figure.  
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Figure 2. (a). Typical kinetic portion of the adsorption time profiles for PAHs, 
obtained from a simulation using the developed model. DS values are: 7.66 ×10‒6, 
6.84×10‒6,6.59×10‒6, 6.59×10‒6 cm2 s‒1 ; K are 1×106 M‒1, 2×106 M‒1, 7×106 M‒1, 
10×106 M‒1 for acenaphthene, anthracene, fluoranthene, and pyrene, respectively. 
Γmax was set at 8×10‒5 mol m‒2. (b). Comparison of simulated extraction time profiles 
with experimental profiles obtained from Chen et al.17 The lines are for 
simulated data, and symbols are for benzene: ◊; toluene: □; 
ethylbenzene: ∆; o-xylene: ×. Normalized extracted amount was calculated 
by dividing the extracted amount with the amount extracted at equilibrium. 
Assumptions: concentrations of all analytes were 20.8 ng/mL, fluid linear velocity of 
0.2 cm/s using a 75-µm CAR/PDMS fiber. Γmax and K values are assumed as 1×10‒5 
mol/m2 and ×108 M‒1, respectively.  
 
Effect of fluid flow on rapid diffusive sampling with SPME 
One of the requirements for rapid diffusive sampling is that the sample flow velocity must 
not be modified during the sampling time. The proposed model was employed to study the effect 
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Numerical simulation results can provide insight into the dependency of the diffusion layer 
geometry on the sample flow velocity. Figure 3a shows the concentration profiles in the sample 
(2D) solution domain corresponding to the center of the fiber at various fluid flow velocities. The 
normally symmetrical diffusion layer obtained from static (diffusion only) conditions (Figure 3a 
I) is distorted when the convective flow is considered (Figure 3a II). The flow compresses the 
diffusion layer about the upstream edge (entrance to the fiber) of the fiber, whereas expansion of 
the diffusion layer is observed downstream of the fiber, i.e. at the outlet. The average thickness 
of the diffusion layer is dependent on the solution’s inlet flow rate, being considerably thinner at 
faster flow rates in relation to the slower flow rates (Figure 3a III).  
To quantify the role of transport in isolation to the adsorption of analytes onto the coating 
surface, assumptions of perfect and rapid adsorption kinetics were considered by setting very 
high sorption rate constants. Furthermore, the concentration of surface active sites (Γmax) was 
considered to be very high (0.1 mol m2). Therefore, analyte molecules are transported by a 
combination of convection and diffusion towards the coating surface where analytes are 
absorbed immediately and the surface never saturates. The benefit in considering this simplified 
case study is that analyte transport can be quantified in isolation from binding or saturation 
considerations.29 
In a typical SPME sampling, the ratio of the sample (cylinder or a vessel) diameter to the 
fiber diameter is high; hence, the downstream convection prevents rapid growth of the diffusion 
layer to the cylinder wall.  Consequently, the analyte species that interact with the fiber are 
confined to a thin layer near the fiber coating. For such flow conditions, the flow is approximated 
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by a linear shear flow on the fiber.30 The mass transfer can then be characterized by a single 






where u is the inlet velocity, a is the fiber diameter, H is the cylinder radius, and DS is the 
diffusion coefficient in sample. The thickness of the boundary layer, which is denoted as δs, can 








As shown in eq. (3), Pes indicates whether the depletion zone is thick or thin relative to the 
coating diameter. The rate of mass transport through the depletion zone to the coating surface 
can be generalized as a dimensionless flux function, F (also known as the Sherwood number), 
which is defined as follows: 
 






where JD is the total diffusive analyte flux to the coating surface, quantified through integration 
of the flux density at the coating surface. The dimensionless flux, F, was calculated by obtaining 
the analyte flux from the numerical simulation study. To evaluate the effect of fluid velocity and 
diffusion coefficient on the extraction of analytes from water, sample velocities and and 
diffusion coefficients ranging from 5×10‒4 to 4×10‒1 m s‒1  and 2 ×10‒9 – 2.5× 10‒12 m2 s‒1, 
respectively, were considered at 300 seconds of extraction, as shown in Figure 3b. The diffusion 
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range considered in the model simulation was very high to include analyte molecules of all sizes 
(small to large molecules, for example proteins) and gaseous or liquid samples.  




Figure 3. (a) Surface concentration showing the effect of fluid flow on the 
concentration boundary layer around the fiber, at 5 seconds of extraction. (I) A 
diffusion-only trial, with flow velocity of 0 cm s‒1, (II) with flow velocity of 0.2 cm 
s‒1, (III) with flow velocity of 10 cm s‒1. Initial analyte concentration was considered 
20 ng ml‒1 for all simulations. (b)Effect of mass transport in terms of Peclet number 
(Pes) on the dimensionless flux (F). F was calculated from the total diffusive flux 
obtained from the model (see eq. 5). Here, the inlet velocity (u) ranges from 5×10‒4 to 
4×10‒1 m s‒1, diffusivity (DS) = 2×10‒9 – 2.5×10‒9 m2s‒1, H = 1.5 cm, CA = 20.8 ng 
mL‒1 and K = 1×1012 M‒1. (b) Comparison of experimental results with simulated 
data for the effect of flow velocity on sampling rate.17 Here, the sampling rate was 
obtained by the slope of the extracted amount (ng) devided by the sample initial 
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The dimensionless flux increases as the Peclet number increases; Pes is also correlated with eq. 4, 
where increasing Pes reduces the boundary layer thickness, which in turn enhances the flux. At 
high Peclet numbers, the depletion zone becomes thinner than the coating thickness. In the lower 
range of Pes, a significant effect on the flux change was observed, which is reflected by the 
reduction of the thickness of the boundary layer. Therefore, at a very high fluid velocity, the 
extraction can be transformed from a transport-limited regime to a reaction (adsorption) rate 
limited regime. In the higher range of Pes, a lesser effect is observed, where a nonlinear 
relationship between the flux and Pes is noted. In Figure 3c, a reasonably accurate correlation of 
the experimental data to the model simulation results is observed.17  
 Variations in analyte uptake rate along the fiber orientation were studied with the model, 
and can be seen in Figure 4. The development of a low pressure gradient at the back of the fiber 
caused the uptake rate to be lower than that of the front of the fiber. This effect of uptake rate 
variation proportionally increases with the flow rate. Although the flow through system with 
inflow and outflow was considered in the model, the flow can also be assumed normal to the 
fiber in a sample vial with a magnetic stirrer. We acknowledge that the flow regime might be 
turbulent for high stirring rate in a sample vessel with a fixed sample volume or in a stream of 
very high fluid velocity. As our only goal in this section of the manuscript was to explore the 
mass transport around the fiber under a laminar flow assumption, the model developed here is 
not appropriate to study turbulent flows. Nevertheless, the simulation results indicate that the 
formation of eddies at the back of the fiber enhances the analyte flux compared to the front of the 
fiber. Therefore, for experiments at flow velocities higher than about 10 cm s‒1, rotation of the 
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fiber will aid in fully exploiting the capacity of the fiber coating, thus producing consistent 





Figure 4. (a) Surface analyte concentration at the front and back of the fiber at the initial linear 
extraction regime. (b). Correlation between sample flow velocity and extracted amount, 
normalized by the initial concentration (ng ml‒1) of the analyte. Benzene was chosen as a 
model analyte for the simulation, with a flow velocity of 2 cm s‒1, with all other parameters 
shown in Figure 2.  
Effect of fluid flow on retracted SPME devices  
SPME in the retracted format is designed in such a way that the uptake rate is unaffected by 
the fluid velocity at the face of the needle. As shown in the supplementary material section (see 
Figure S2 a), sampling times are sensitive to variations in the diffusion coefficient of the analyte, 
where increasing the diffusion coefficient increases the sampling rate. The time necessary to 
reach a steady state in the diffusion path, which is referred to as the response time, depends on 
the path length and geometry of the fiber, as well as the diffusion coefficient of the analyte. 
(a) (b) 
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Response time can be up to an hour based on the particular application being undertaken; 
however, since the sampling time is usually in the order of weeks and months, the length of the 
response time does not affect the performance of the device since the transients have already 
decayed (see Figure S2 b).  
Therefore, the parameters that affect the adsorption process, including sample flow velocity, 
extractant maximum adsorption capacity, and analyte concentration, were investigated with the 
model described in this work. The model was employed to predict the sampling rate in 
consideration of variations in needle geometry. As shown in Figure 5, the sampling rate remains 
unaffected with changes in sample velocity for a small radius of the needle (H) and long 
diffusion length (Z). As the extraction phase is brought closer to the needle face and the needle 
diameter increases, the rate is gradually influenced by the flow velocity. Therefore, the model 
can aid in the selection of sampler geometry, aiding in the attainment of accurate quantification 
based on retracted SPME devices.  
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Figure 5. Effect of face flow velocity on the sampling rate for different sizes of the 
needle device. The needle radius (H) was from 160 to 350 μm and diffusion path (Z) 
was varied from 1 – 5 mm (see Figure 1 for H and Z). SPME fiber radius was 130 μm 
and benzene was considered as a model analyte, with parameters described in Figure 
2. Here, the sampling rate was obtained by the slope of the extracted amount (ng) 
devided by the sample initial concentration (ng ml‒1) and the time (h). 
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Effect of binding matrix components on diffusive sampling 
Analyte molecules present in a real sample might be bound with some other natural species, 
often called a binding matrix component.28 The most common binding principle is the reversible 
binding between the analyte (A) and matrix component (B) dominated by the association 
constant (Ka).23 Binding of the analyte with the matrix results in a decrease in its free 
concentration in the sample. The reduced free concentration will provide a lower mass flux to the 
extraction phase. It has been assumed in the model that matrix components do not physically 
adsorb to the coating surface. As shown in Figure 6, the sampling rate with the rapid diffusive 
sampler decreases with an increase in the binding extent. The decrease in sampling rate is even 
more pronounced for higher concentrations of the matrix component. Therefore, ignoring the 
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Figure 6. Effect of a binding matrix component on the sampling rate at two different 
matrix (B) concentrations. Total analyte concentration was kept at 20 ngml‒1 for all 
model experiments. Ka values were altered by changing the forward rate constants, 
while the reverse rate constant was kept at 0.2 s-1.  
 
Studies of the influence of matrix components on the analyte uptake kinetics is an active 
area of research.22,31–33 However, there is still a lack of understanding on the dynamics of such a 
multi-physics system for diffusive sampling with SPME. In this work, we have studied the effect 
of simultaneous variations of uptake kinetics and binding kinetics, as shown in Figure 7. The 
analyte uptake rate constant by the coating was set at a value of 109 M‒1s‒1 (assuming very high 
analyte affinity for the coating34) and a range of dissociation rate constants were considered, with 
the highest value of 10‒ 11 s‒1 (logK = 20) being representative of a coating with very high 
affinity, and the lowest value, of 105 s‒1 (logK = 2), representing a weak extracting phase. The 
effect of six hypothetical ligands (Table 1) on analyte (A) uptake by SPME was modeled with 
varying the association constant (Ka) of the analyte-binding matrix component (A-B). The 
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association constant of the analyte with the matrix component, Ka, was varied from 106 to 1014 
M‒1 to represent a range of dissociation rates, encompassing very labile to virtually inert 
conditions. In fact, changing the Ka values has an effect on the equilibrium concentrations of the 
different species. As the focus of this work was the effect of the binding matrix component, its 
concentration was kept constant while the analyte and analyte-matrix component complex 
concentrations were appropriately adjusted to maintain equilibrium. The total concentration of 
analyte in the system was kept constant. 
Table 1. Model parameters for studying the effect of   binding matrix components on 
the diffusive sampling.  
 Diffusion coefficients (cm2s‒1) rate constants 
Associate 
constant reactant concentrations (mol L
‒L) 
 coating sample kf(M‒1s-1) kr (s-1) Ka (M‒1) CA CB CAB CAtotal 
B-1 1.1×10‒6 1.1×10‒5 1.0×109 1.0×103 1.0×106 1.01×10‒7 1.0×10‒7 1.01×10‒11 1.01×10‒7 
B-2 1.1×10‒6 1.1×10‒5 1.0×109 1.0×101 1.0×108 1.00×10‒7 1.0×10‒7 1.00×10‒9 1.01×10‒7 
B-3 1.1×10‒6 1.1×10‒5 1.0×109 1.0×10‒2 1.0×1011 9.18×10‒9 1.0×10‒7 9.18×10‒8 1.01×10‒7 
B-4 1.1×10‒6 1.1×10‒5 1.0×109 1.0×10‒3 1.0×1012 1.00×10‒9 1.0×10‒7 1.00×10‒7 1.01×10‒7 
B-5 1.1×10‒6 1.1×10‒5 1.0×109 1.0×10‒4 1.0×1013 1.01×10‒10 1.0×10‒7 1.01×10‒7 1.01×10‒7 
B-6 1.1×10‒6 1.1×10‒5 1.0×109 1.0×10‒5 1.0×1014 1.01×10‒11 1.0×10‒7 1.01×10‒7 1.01×10‒7 
  
Decreasing logK from 20 to 3 (Figure7a) had no effect on the analyte uptake by the binding 
components for the rapid diffusive SPME sampler. However, changing the dissociation rate of 
the complex in solution by changing its association constant (matrix components 1-6, Table 1) 
had a large effect on the uptake (Figure 7a). The accumulated mass of analyte was more affected 
by K for systems with stronger binding ligands in the solution. As logK was decreased to less 
than 3, the amount of analyte-binding matrix complex formed decreased, especially for the 
systems with the most stable binding components (B-5 and B-6 in Table 1), due to increased 
competition for the free analyte by the binding matrix component. 
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The influences of the input parameters (Table 1) on the amount of analyte extracted with 
a fiber in a needle device are shown in Figure 7b. Similar to the rapid sampling device, the 
uptake rate remained unchanged for LogK >3, being only negatively dependent on the strength 
of the association constant, Ka. Note that an increased uptake rate was obtained for low LogK 
values (Log K< 3) and with labile analyte-matrix complexes. This increased rate for labile 
complexes in solution is owed to the influence of the extra flux obtained from the desorbed 
analytes in the diffusive path of the sampler. This study reveals an important feature of SPME 
related to its ability to extract a wide range of analytes with different logP with a single 
experiment. This feature is also referred to as balanced coverage.6 Since analytes with higher 
logP values tend to have both higher K and Ka values, the reduced uptake rate forbids them from 
saturating the fiber coating.  
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Figure 7. Effect of variation in the association constant of the matrix binding 
component on SPME uptake in the presence of binding components of varying 
lability (Table 1). Two different diffusive samplers are studied; rapid diffusive 
sampler (a) and retracted SPME sampler (b). For this simulation the   flow velocity 
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The mathematical model proposed in this work was compared with the model previously 
reported by Chen et al. (see eq. 1) and with experimental data for rapid water sampling of 
benzene, reported in same study.17 As illustrated in Figure 8, and from the error analysis (Table 
S2), the computational model proposed in this work predicted more accurately the mass uptake 
than the previous model available in the literature.17 In Chen’s model, an accurate solution was 
not available due to the difficulty of estimating k0; hence, an empirical correlation was used. On 
the other hand, the present computational model can capture the complex multi-phase extraction 
process, as most of the data is imbued with lower root mean square values (Table S2). In 
addition, the present model describes an idealized physical mass-transfer process using a 
mechanistic model, in which model parameters have a physical meaning; hence, the benefits of 
the present mathematical model. 
 
Figure 8. Model validation simulation data obtained from the developed 
computational model and comparisons to both the Chen model and experimental data 
presented in the literature17. CA and u stand for the concentration (ng ml‒1) of benzene 
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Experimental parameters that influence quantification of diffusive sampling devices based 
on SPME have been studied by developing a computational model that captures the involved 
processes. The model was validated using experimental data reported in the literature. The 
amount of extracted mass predicted by the present model compares very well with experimental 
mass uptakes. The model demonstrated excellent prediction capabilities in terms of the effect of 
mass transfer caused by the variation of fluid flow on the extraction rate of the SPME sampling 
device. The diffusive sampling approach with a given sampler geometry was shown to be 
dependent only on the diffusion of the analyte. Therefore, with the aid of the model, estimations 
of sampling time and sampling rate are possible within a short time and at low costs, i.e. without 
the need to perform wet experiments. In addition, adequate selection of flow velocity and 
required extraction capacity can be performed for a wide range of analytes with varied 
equilibrium constant values (K). Simulation results showed that in the presence of a binding 
matrix, the sampling rate decreases compared to a sample with no binding matrix. This study 
revealed that rotation of the fiber should be implemented during sampling in order to utilize both 
sides of the fiber. It has been shown that extraction by an SPME device can cover a wide range 
of analytes, even if there is a binding matrix with varied binding affinity. Overall, the simulation 
results provide a detailed understanding of extraction parameters for SPME extraction using 
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porous particle based solid coatings. In the future, in-silico optimization of experimental 
conditions for both liquid and solid coatings will be performed with the aid of the present 
computational model.  
ASSOCIATED CONTENT 
Supporting Information 
Detail mathematical model for analyte transport and adsorption, concentration profiles (S1) and 
extraction time profiles (S2) in the retracted device, model parameters used (Table S1) and 
quantitative evaluation of the numerical model (Table S2).  
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